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Investment Update
The current market run-up has entered its 9th year. Today, valuations feel 
stretched in almost every financial asset but most indicators seem to signal that 
the bull market will continue. Most investors would like to be reassured that the 
indicators are right.

With a current economic cycle that remains positive due to business and 
consumer confidence, we believe there continues to be support for risk assets  
in portfolios, unless or until something intervenes and damages that 
confidence. The most likely things that may impact the consensus buy-in  
of continued growth are:

• The expectation within the U.S. for tax reform, which has been partially 
baked into future earnings and GDP growth expectations given the very  
long expansion and the dwindling slack in the U.S. labor market

• The potential for geopolitical threats abroad, such as North Korea or the 
current party congress in China, or an internal concern about politics and 
conflict within the U.S., any of which could shake consumer confidence  
and household spending habits

• The process of normalizing the balance sheet of the U.S. Federal Reserve  
as well as the European Central Bank, while so far seeming unimportant  
to markets, are indeed unprecedented actions and hold the most potential 
to impact interest rates, economic growth rates and investor beliefs

While politics, taxes and global threats may dominate the news cycle, it is  
really the Federal Reserve which holds center stage. When in doubt, always 
follow the money, and $4 trillion is a lot of money.
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U.S. TAX RELIEF AND GDP GROWTH EXPECTATIONS
The Big 6, which include the leaders of the House and Senate, the chairmen of each chamber’s tax-writing 

committees as well as the Secretary of the Treasury and the National Economic Council Director, introduced the 

GOP’s initiative on tax reform. It was nothing if not large; the initial proposal was estimated to impact U.S. taxes 

by more than $2 trillion over the next ten years at a total cost of 1%-2% of GDP. Almost immediately, there were 

signals that major components were up for discussion, including state income tax deductibility and the repeal 

of estate taxes. The path for tax reform is long, requiring first a budget plan for fiscal year 2018 which would 

outline the reconciliation process, a necessary set of rules since it would allow for passage of any tax law with 51 

senators. There seems little likelihood that any Democrats will support the plan.

The reason we pay attention to fiscal and tax stimulus is that it has historically had a material impact on GDP. As 

the chart below shows, the Obama administration beginning in 2010 was forced to consider austerity and fiscal 

consolidation to help address the large expansion of the deficit that was created by the stimulus of 2009. By 

most estimates, higher taxes and reduced government spending at the local, state and federal levels was a drag 

on growth of over 1% of GDP from 2011-2013!  By 2014, Congress had eased and allowed for modest increases 

in public spending. As we sit today, a $1 trillion tax plan is expected by many economists and would be able to 

push no more than 0.25% to 0.5% annual improvements to GDP. 

Source: Alec Philips, Goldman Sachs Economics
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While that might seem small, it is a large increase for an economy that is limping along at 2% annualized  

growth. And we believe that the savings expected for corporations have begun to influence the market’s 

expectations about future earnings, helping to support aspects of its current valuations. At this point, a failure 

to deliver this promised tax reform and fiscal stimulus would be taken badly by markets and consumer and 

business confidence.

We are not in the business of handicapping fiscal policy in large part because it is too hard. The two most 

material items standing in the way of tax reform is the math associated with its cost and the difficulty of getting 

something passed in the U.S. Senate. With a $1 trillion price tag, there appears to be sufficient support in 

Congress to get a package through, given it will need to sunset after 10 years. The Senate Budget Committee 

has already approved a $1.5 trillion deficit increase though this will no doubt be trimmed on the Senate floor. 

More difficult than the cost is the number of Senators needed to pass the legislation. The House currently has 

breathing room in terms of its majority but the Senate cannot afford to lose more than two votes. The most 

recent kerfuffle between the White House and several Senators over the Iran nuclear deal and State Department 

issues is most likely simply distracting.  The debt ceiling, deficit impacts of hurricane aid and potential changes 

to the GOP lineup in the Senate given the coming election in Alabama are all short-term issues that could 

impact negotiations.  Things get even uglier when you get to how to structure the reform itself when changes 

to international taxation for corporations, the mortgage interest deduction and other popular tax “loopholes” 

will surely prompt a strong lobbying reaction from many powerful special interests.  In this context it is easy to 

see the Republicans losing a few votes, making what most thought was the easiest legislative proposal of 2017 

potentially follow the path of healthcare reform. Is tax reform likely?  Yes, we think it is. But easy?  No, not by a 

long shot.
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GEOPOLITICAL UNCERTAINTIES
Geopolitical uncertainties are events that tend to be episodic and have varying potential impacts on financial 

markets. Their influence on prices tend to come from the rapid change and generally inferred expectations about a 

new future that has not been really considered prior to the event. Overall, these risks tend to have limited impacts 

on markets. There will always be some amount of risk related to unknown futures and that is embedded in the risk 

premiums investors expect to receive when placing capital into markets. However, political events that can swing 

confidence are more concerning. For our discussion here, we divide geopolitics into two categories: those that are 

occurring outside our borders and those that are occurring inside the U.S.

The three most obvious external uncertainties we face today are North Korea, the Iran nuclear deal and the Chinese 

19th Congress of the Communist Party.  North Korea has tended to garner the biggest headlines because they have 

made the loudest case, in the form of intercontinental rockets and hydrogen bombs. This represents a continuation 

of a political problem that has vexed the four prior administrations and certainly the current White House, too. The 

rhetoric has been very good for the news cycle though we still don’t know the path to lower tensions and some 

level of resolution to the problem. But financial markets seem to be quite calm, suggesting things at least currently 

are less uncertain than many think. The Korean Composite Stock Price Index, or KOSPI, is up 18.2% year to date in 

local terms, well ahead of the local returns for the MSCI All Country World ex U.S. 

Should the White House decertify the existing international nuclear deal with Iran, it would be the job of a very 

reluctant Congress to decide on sanctions or other actions. This will most certainly be the latest U.S. action to 

unsettle global diplomats and could have implications for future Iranian nuclear activities. 

Finally, the 19th Congress represents Premier Xi Jinping’s opportunity to further cement his control of the country 

and influence its direction for the next five years. China has significant economic influence on the rest of the world 

and this Congress has the ability to make Premier Xi the most powerful since Deng Xiaoping.

While it might seem a little strange to think about U.S. uncertainties in a geopolitical context, we do think there 

are a few things worth worrying about. In a recent conversation we had with a former Federal Reserve Governor 

we discussed the widening divide of partisanship and the worry it creates about continued consumer confidence 

and U.S. economic growth. The strength of the U.S. has historically been founded in its widely held principles. As 

those start to fray and come into conflict with each other they provide the potential for economic impacts that our 

current structure of monetary and fiscal policy may be unable to directly or even indirectly address.
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geopolitical context, we do think there are a few things worth worrying about.
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CENTRAL BANK BALANCE SHEETS
Since the financial crisis, global central banks have been steadily expanding their balance sheets by purchasing 

securities. This has included purchases of both Treasuries and mortgage-backed securities (the Fed owns about 

$1.7 trillion of mortgage-backed securities, while the European Central Bank owns a mixture of mortgages and 

corporate debt). In total, major central banks now own roughly $24 trillion worth of securities, up from about $7 

trillion just before the financial crisis began.

This has had an undeniable impact upon financial markets. By purchasing so many bonds, central banks have 

been able to keep interest rates low at all points on the yield curve – not just on the short end. Lower yields 

beget lower borrowing costs for businesses and individuals, which is stimulative to the economy, but they 

also create a ripple effect on pricing for other financial assets. Investors demand a higher rate of return to 

compensate for taking on more risk, so when a Treasury is yielding 5% or more (which was generally the case 

from 1966-2007), logically the expected return from stocks needs to be higher. The long-term historical return for 

stocks of 8-10% is in line with a modest return premium over bonds. 
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Largest Central Bank Balance Sheets

Source: Federal Reserve, ECB, PBOC, and Bank of Japan Data as of 9/30/2017

BOJ $4.6 
Tn.

ECB $5.1 
Tn.

PBOC $5.2 
Tn.

Fed $4.5 Tn.

Total CB Assets 
$19.4Tn.

Source: Federal Reserve, ECB, PBOC, and Bank of Japan Data as of 9/30/2017
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It stands to reason that if you lower the risk-free rate of return, investors will require a lower absolute rate of 

return from riskier assets. Today, after all of the central bank intervention (not to mention low inflation post-

crisis), the 10-year Treasury stands at 2.33% as of 9/30/17. If we ascribe a modest return premium to stocks, 

the expected return on equities is somewhere in the mid-single digits – right in line with our forward-looking 

projections. More expensive bonds mean more expensive stocks, which is where we currently find ourselves.

The big question is: How will investors react when balance sheets contract and rates potentially rise?  Since 

2009, the Fed has openly discussed balance sheet reduction but no other central bank nor the financial markets 

have been onboard. In 2013 equity markets sold off following Bernanke’s taper speech (commonly referred to 

as the “taper tantrum”) and countless times since the Fed has outlined balance sheet reduction plans. However, 

this summer the Fed’s FOMC reached a rare unanimous decision to officially begin in October. For the first time, 

financial markets have taken this decision in stride. This is likely the case since everyone is advocating a very 

gradual approach to a balance sheet unwind here in the U.S. The Fed’s plan would have balance sheet reduction 

of $1 trillion, but the anticipation is that it will take at least 4 years to get there, which should be enough time for 

the market to absorb the increased supply.
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Source: Wall Street Journal
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The great unknown is when or if other central banks will join the chorus. One 

thing we have all learned over the last ten years is that the four major central 

banks cannot operate in isolation. For instance, a continued rise in the Bank 

of Japan’s balance sheet would likely be offset by a reduction by the Fed. 

Therefore, what Mario Draghi decides for the European Central Bank (ECB) is 

likely one of the most important financial drivers for the direction of yields 

going forward. In other words, if the ECB began to reduce balance sheet assets 

alongside the Fed in 2018 the likely result would be a meaningful decline in 

total assets held by the big four central banks that would finally begin to drive 

yields higher. However, the ECB is currently still very active in expanding its 

balance sheet, so market consensus is that it will likely be late 2018 or early 

2019 before they began to actually reduce their overall holdings (see “The 

Great Unwind” chart below). Importantly, if interest rates in the rest of the 

world remain low, they will exert a strong pull on rates here in the U.S.
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Is there anything that might cause 

the Federal Reserve to pause its 

balance sheet shrinking? Most 

believe a slow and steady reduction 

will continue to be taken in stride 

by the markets as volatility indexes 

hover around all-time lows. Outside 

of geopolitical risks or a deterioration 

in economic growth, the simple 

answer is inflation. 

The Federal Reserve had never 

pushed their models and projections 

as much as they did during the spring 

of 2017. Lagging inflation relative to 

employment is seemingly not due 

to transitory forces. This conundrum 

is forcing some economists and 

Fed officials to question inflation 

projections as the historical 

relationship between wage growth 

and the approach of full employment 

of those participating in the 

workforce continues to lag.

In fact, the U.S. is at the bottom of the list of economies producing inflation surprises since 2012. Current low 

levels of inflation have dragged the neutral rate lower (the rate at which monetary policy is considered to be 

neither accommodative nor restrictive). By some projections, without a pickup in inflation another U.S. rate hike 

in December and/or balance sheet reduction would likely cause tighter financial conditions for the first time as 

this moderate economic expansion approaches 100 months.
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Most believe a slow and steady reduction will continue to be taken in stride  

by the markets as volatility indexes hover around all-time lows.
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It is worth remembering the relationship between economic conditions  

and financial market returns going forward are slim at best  

and unrelated much of the time.

SUMMARY
We continue to believe that though this has become an exceptionally long expansion, there is still reasonable 

support for it to continue in the near-term. While the high current valuations of most assets have led our longer-

term expectations of returns to be lower than the long-run average, we believe there is still value in holding 

risk assets near their target weight. There are however a few real players on the scene that could cause an 

economic stumble. It is worth remembering the relationship between economic conditions and financial market 

returns going forward are slim at best and unrelated much of the time. Even if we are perfectly correct in all of 

our expectations and analysis of coming events, we (and all other market prognosticators) have a reasonably 

large error potential were we to try to then forecast specific asset returns. Because there can be a great deal of 

unknowns, we work to hold highly diversified portfolios, with the expectation of sound performance regardless 

of the market conditions we eventually find. Today, that means:

• Equity exposures close to our targets, but with an eye toward value and quality, given valuations and the 

old-age of this bull run.

• Fixed income exposures with lower levels of credit and term risk, because credit risk is more closely related 

to equity risks when markets slide and term risk is heightened today because of the Fed’s tightening.

• Holding a component of diversifying investments, that tend to move unrelated to either stocks or bonds,  

to help cushion our full equity exposures today.



International equities continued to outpace U.S. stocks during the quarter, driven in large part by the continued 

weakness of the dollar. The S&P 500 posted a very strong 4.5% return, while international stocks as measured by 

the MSCI All-Country World ex U.S. were up 6.2%. Emerging market equity returns were even stronger, up 7.9% 

during the third quarter. In the U.S., we started to see small cap stocks gain on large cap stocks which they have 

tended to trail in 2017, while growth continued to do better than value. The Russell 1000 index was up 4.5%, 

while the smaller cap Russell 2000 was able to post a 5.7% gain and growth was about 2.8 percentage points 

better than value in large cap equities.

Fixed income performance also remained positive in the third quarter. Term yields were positive as rates were 

reasonably settled. U.S. Treasuries at the short end of the yield curve were up 23 basis points. Credit was 

also positive during the quarter, with investment grade credit up 1.4% and high yield up more than 2%. The 

Bloomberg Barclays Aggregate posted a return of 0.85%, putting its year to date results at 3.1%. Municipal bonds 

were just slightly behind the Aggregate’s quarterly return and continue to hold a slight lead for the year, up 3.5% 

as measured by the Bank of America/Merrill Lynch 1-12 year index.

Oil climbed during the quarter with West Texas Intermediate crude prices moving from about $46 a barrel at 

the end of June to $51.67 at the end of September up 12%. The oil price rally still leaves it down year to date, 

off 3.9%. While not directly tied to oil prices, Master Limited Partnerships as measured by the Alerian MLP index 

faded another 3% in the third quarter, putting their year to date results further into negative territory, off 5.6%. 

Volatility, as measured by the VIX, continued its move into unseen territory, falling 15% in the quarter and now 

sits off more than 32% for the year to date.

Inflation (as defined by the Consumer Price Index) was up slightly in the quarter, putting the year over year rate 

at the end of August at 1.9%. Second quarter GDP results came in strong at 3.1% which represented a material 

improvement over the anemic 1.2% in the first quarter. The impacts of hurricanes Harvey and Irma have not 

been felt in any of the data as of yet, but we would expect to see some changes in employment and GDP results 

in the next few quarters.

2017 continues to be a very good year for investors in financial markets, with everything besides commodities 

and the U.S. dollar showing very attractive returns and risk levels setting new record lows.
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Third Quarter Market Recap
The third quarter was determined to keep up the momentum of 2017, posting 
very attractive stock and bond returns and pushing the year to date results 
further into positive territory. 
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Important notes and dIsclosures

This White Paper is being made available for educational purposes only and should not be 

used for any other purpose. Certain information contained herein concerning economic 

trends and performance is based on or derived from information provided by independent 

third-party sources. Diversified Trust Company, Inc. believes that the sources from which 

such information has been obtained are reliable; however, it cannot guarantee the accuracy of 

such information and has not independently verified the accuracy or completeness of such 

information or the assumptions on which such information is based. Opinions expressed in 

these materials are current only as of the date appearing herein and are subject to change 

without notice. The information herein is presented for illustration and discussion purposes 

only and is not intended to be, nor should it be construed as, investment advice or an offer 

to sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy securities or any type of description. Nothing in 

these materials is intended to be tax or legal advice, and clients are urged to consult with 

their own legal advisors in this regard.
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